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The purpose of this paper Is to try to explain what I saw. 

 

I. Bar- C- elo (elo as in string, elo as in Blue covervette on Military drive on center drive(New Tom Cima). 

In the summer I saw the following building with a woman looking out the window on the KB homes headquarter side. 

 

II. Explanation 

My easiest explanation is that if one has matter and it oscillate 10,000 meters per second quantumly, at 30463 m/s2 the 

conditions created by the alterations and modifications created by planes trains and automobiles has allowed for the 

condition to where the building is not present. If the conditions are not maintained, it is possible that the building can or 

will reappear. 

III. Satellite Photos 

Satellite photos on Google show alterations of the building by casting a shadows that is not natural because 

the cars on the highway are not casting proportionate shadows. 

IV. Who cares?? 

Those in charge know and it may not be a big deal, but if there is going to be a rendezvous with someone via 

Orion Lockheed Shuttle or craft then so be it. Be in reality I don’t think it’s a big deal. I even took a piss at the 

site and was caught on video and I even took a rock from the site.  

V. Proof 

VI. I was parked in front of that building and in my Yaris and it was the day I buzzed Randolf and the UTSA car 

club was playing tag with Randolph and the FBI and I was overlooking Transdot and to my right I saw the 

woman looking through the window because I was loitering in my car. 

Note: Its not a big deal to me but to other they just need reassurance that one is not headed to the end of times, if 

others are going to go to another level great but reassure the masses, please????? 
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VII. Pin Oak Road Diagram 

 


